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Below are the answers on referees’ comments. The referees’ comments are indicated
with R1 and R2, our answers are indicated with A. Revised version of the paper is
attached. All appropriate changes in the revised version are marked with green for
convenience.

R1: Include scatter plots similar to Fig. 4, but for all data, and showing field magnitude
and orbit altitude using colors, for each of the two missions (four plots in total)

R2: Include plots in the paper showing complete coverage of both satellites, and for
added interest and confidence in the data, the data positions can be colour-coded
according to magnetic field measured.
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A: Done. See Figures 6, 7, 11, 12 at lines 110, 124, 173, 188 and text insertions at
lines 119 and 151.

R1: Show a plot of orbit altitude vs. time, in order to better understand the altitude
evolution of the satellites

A: Done, see Figures 4 and 10 at lines 99 and 159 and text insertions at lines 116 and
151.

R1: P.4, L85: Add information on decaying apogee with time during the mission (de-
caying from 487 km to 472 km)

A: Done, see line 95.

R1: The description of the dataset columns should be visualized as table (see p. 7,
L127,and following lines)

A: Done, see lines 160-164.

R1: Are data of Kosmos-26 and Kosmos-356 missions also available somewhere?

A: No, to our knowledge.

R1: P.5, L95: If available, some information on occurrence rate and type of technical
failures would be interesting

A: Unfortunately, we don’t have any information on these topics.

R1: P.6 , L108: 600000 measurements: Is this the total number of data created includ-
ing all type of instruments? Where does this number come from?

P.6, L110: In the data, 20s sampling rate is reported. Was the data decimated or is it a
typo?

A: It is the number of magnetic field absolute value measurements. No different mea-
surements were performed by satellite. The number comes from the description of
catalog. One can also make elementary estimates. The lifetime of satellite was 52
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days, the measurements were performed 10 hours per day, the sampling rate was 2 s,
thus possible number of measurements was approximately 900000. Due to technical
failures real number of measurements is less.

Sampling rate of 2 s is not a typo. If it were 20 s, the number of measurements would
not excess 90000 contrary to reported 600000. Also the new Figure 8, illustrating the
interference, definitely says the sampling rate was 2 s not 20 s. I have no idea why 20
s sampling rate was chosen for catalog data. I added the note on difference between
actual sampling rate and that of the data, see line 140.

R1: P.6, L108: "94% coverage": Plotting the data in a lon-lat-coordinate system, longi-
tudinal data gaps are obvious. How did you derive this number - i.e. what area bin size
did you use to define spatial data coverage?

R2: How do you estimate 75% and 94% coverage in the abstract?

A: It is estimated with the maximal latitude value. If minimal co-latitude equals θ then
the square of two uncovered polar caps equals 2 · 4π sin2 (θ/2), while total spherical
square is 4π. Maximal latitudes for Kosmos-49 and Kosmos-321 equal 49 and 71
degrees, these result in 75% and 94% coverage correspondingly.

R1: P.6, L109: Also here, please mention evolution of apogee, decaying from 500 to
300 km

A: Done, see line 131.

R1: P.6, L114: Is there more information on the applied correction available?

A: Very few technical details are presented in the description of the catalog. No ref-
erences are made to more comprehensive description of the procedure applied. We
reproduced the details found in the description of the catalog, see Figure 8 at line 141
and text insertions at lines 133-140.

R1: Columns in datasets for Kosmos-321 and Kosmos-49 mission should be consistent
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A: Since the data presented is historical and subject to errors we would like to preserve
the original data structure found in the catalogs. In our opinion the additions are allowed
but the omissions are not. Since the original catalogs are inconsistent the data will
be inconsistent anyway. The only thing we can do is to place additional columns in
coherent manner.

R1: Time should also be included in a more convenient format, e.g. JD2000 / UTC

The ’Device’ column is unnecessary as the dataset is split anyway

The ’Orbit number’ column is missing for some data

The header of Kosmos-49 data says ’55162 data points’, but there are only 8888 data
points in the table. Similar error exists for Kosmos-321 data.

The data time range on the DOI landing page is wrong for Kosmos-321 (whole
year1970)

A: The request for corrections is sent to PANGAEA team.

R1: Can the orbits / data points be better visualized on PANGEA landing page?

A: I can’t answer this question, it is the responsibility of PANGAEA team.

R1: Dolginov, 1965 is missing in the bibliography

A: It’s a typo in the text, Dolginov, 1966 should stay instead. Corrected, see line 47.

R2: The section “Satellite missions for magnetic field measurements” is hard to fol-
low, partly because of more than one name for each satellite, and would benefit from
splitting into 1.1 Kosmos-49 and 1.2 Kosmos-321.

A: Done.

R2: The paper would benefit from information on how the satellite positions were deter-
mined and how the timing was achieved, and if possible, a comment on their accuracy.
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A: The satellites were launched and operated by Soviet Ministry of Defence. Nothing is
known how satellite positions were determined. The timing was achieved by on-board
clock. The Kosmos-49 catalog says that the accuracy of satellite position was 3 km
along the trajectory and 1 km in transverse direction, the accuracy of timing was about
0.5 s. I added this information, see lines 96. No information on accuracy of position
and time for Kosmos-321 is available.

R2: If anything is known about what was done to estimate spacecraft fields at the
magnetometer sensors this should also be included.

A: As for Kosmos-49 satellite, the magnetic effects of its body were compensated to
accuracy of 2 nT by the system of permanent magnets, I have edited the text, see
line 53. No information is available on Kosmos-321. It is known that Kosmos-321 data
contains strong interference (up to 20 nT) presumably from thermocurrents in sensor
fixing device, see lines 133-140 .

R2: If you know the dimensions of Kosmos-49, provide it.

A: Done, see line 52.

R2: It would be interesting to have the authors’ opinion on the accuracy for Kosmos-
49 quoted by Benkova and Dolginov (1971) – do they agree with 25-30 nT? Can an
equivalent estimate be made of the accuracy of the data from Kosmos-321?

A: The analysis of Benkova and Dolginov is based on a comparison of the magnetic
field values measured on n-th and n+77-th orbits, which are approximately coincident.
We find it the most direct and reliable method. The equivalent estimate for Kosmos-321
is impossible, since we don’t have sufficient number of coincident orbits.

R2: In Figure 2 clarify where the 2 absorption chambers are? We are told they are at
135◦ to one another but the boom appears to be at 135◦ to satellite body.

A: Both chambers are situated in the red cylinder at the end of the boom. The angle
between the boom and the satellite axis has nothing to do with the angle between the
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axes of the chambers.

R2: Figure 4 – this does not show the complete coverage of Kosmos-49 data. Clarify
that it is only showing a certain number of (near-complete?) orbits.

A: Approximately every 20th orbit is shown (the figures on the plot are actual orbit
numbers), it is mentioned in the text. I have doubled this information in the figure
caption, see line 106.

R2: The altitude of the digitized Kosmos-321 data is 232-470 km. This is somewhat
different to the 280-507 km range given in the paper. Please check.

A: There is no contradiction. The catalog presented contains only a small portion of
complete data over reduced time interval (8.02-13.03 versus 20.01-13.03). The range
280-507 km is the initial altitude range.

R2: The POGO series of satellites should be mentioned, in particular OGO-2, OGO-4
and OGO-6 which flew 1965-1971, and whose magnetic data are readily available from
NASA. A suitable reference would be Langel and Hinze,1998. “The magnetic field of
the Earth’s lithosphere: the satellite perspective”.

A: Done, see line 85 and reference list.

R2: Title - should be “Early Soviet satellite magnetic field measurements from1964 and
1970”.

Abstract - replace “Totally” in abstract with “A total of”

Line 21 - replace “to analyse of” with “the analysis of”

Line 32 – remove “totally”

Line 59 – replace “to organize” with “the organisation of”

Line 159 – remove “to obtain” and add “to be obtained” at end of sentence

Line 169 – replace “to determine” with “the determination of”
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A: Done, see lines 1, 9, 22, 34, 64, 191, 200.

Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.earth-syst-sci-data-discuss.net/essd-2019-218/essd-2019-218-AC1-
supplement.pdf

Interactive comment on Earth Syst. Sci. Data Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-2019-218,
2019.
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